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Abstract 
Spiritual Intelligence as the guiding influence that interacts with Physical, Mental, and Emotional Intelligences hss 
increasingly been recognized as the factor that enables leaders and organizations to unlock the potential of employees 
and enrich organizations by enabling employees to find their voice. In this paper we explain the nature of the four 
intelligences and briefly summarize how Muslims view each of them. We include eight testable propositions related 
to the four intelligences and identify the contribution of this paper to the scholarly literature. 
Keywords: spiritual intelligence, finding one’s voice, Muslim perspectives about practical living, personal 
improvement. 
1. Introduction 
In a world described as pessimistic and characterized by the deterioration of moral values, the opportunity to raise the 
bar of personal integrity and to positively contribute to the lives ofothers is possible when individuals choose to “find 
their voice” and help those around them to find theirs as well (Bennis, 2009). The challenge to discover one’s unique 
significance by finding one’s voice was often the theme of management guru, Stephen R. Covey who passed away in 
2012 but his message and its profound importance continue to resound as an invitation to men and women to become 
the best version of themselves and to help others to grow and to flourish (Covey, 2005). 
The purpose of this paper is to build on the great significance of Covey’s insights and their application to spiritual 
intelligence, the capacity to activate the higher dimensions of intelligence in enriching one’s own life and in guiding 
the three other intelligences: physical intelligence, mental intelligence, and emotional intelligence. We begin this paper 
by defining the four intelligences that Covey cited as the foundation of each person’s life and identifying their 
importance in a world that Covey suggested has become knowledge-, information-, and wisdom-dependent.  
After that brief introduction, we offer a Muslim perspective about each of those intelligences and suggest eight 
propositions about the significance of spiritual intelligence as applied to college-age young men and women in the 
sultanate of Oman – but applicable to other young men and women throughout the world as well. We then identify 
five contributions of the paper to the literature aboutleadership and its applications for young men and women of the 
21 st century. We conclude the paper with a challenge to readers to examine the practical value of spiritual intelligence 
and its relationship to flourishing in a world where moral values and spiritual intelligence are often overlooked. 
2. The Four Intelligences 
The quest to understand the human mind and its application of knowledge has been a topic of interest to philosophers 
and scholars since the time of the Ancient Greeks (Thagard, 2023). Although there are differences of opinion about 
the nature of intelligence, Garcia (2012) suggests that human intelligence is the practical ability to acquire knowledge 
and to utilize that information to solve problems and maintain relationships. 
Although as many as twelve different types of intelligence have been described by psychologists (Gardner, 2011), the 
focus of this paper is on the four intelligences identified by Stephen R. Covey - including physical, mental, emotional, 
and spiritual intelligence. Those four intelligences have been the subject of numerous articles and, while a case can be 
made for including other intelligences, Covey’s framework is the basis for this paper. Each of those four intelligences 
is described below.  
2.1 Physical Intelligence 
According to Stephen R. Covey (2005), human Physical Intelligence (PQ) includes a broad range of capabilities – 
ranging from 1) the capacity to read, hear, walk, talk, and other skills requiring coordination; 2) the refinement of any 
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of a broad number of physical skills or abilities that require effort, practice, and learning; and 3) the multitude of 
physical actions involved in maintaining health, resisting disease, increasing one’s physical strength, or improving 
one’s physical health. In writing about PQ, Judith Fischer (2023) described it as follows: 
“Physical Intelligence is the set of physical capacities that allows us to learn and to express our thoughts and feelings. 
These capacities are located in our physical bodies. They provide us with information through sensory channels, and 
this information then becomes the foundation for our cognitive and emotional development.” 
We marvel at the refined PQ skills developed by concert musicians, world-class athletes, operatic singers, and surgeons 
who perform complex operations, but PQ is a basic and fundamental part of every individual’s life. Tony Buzan (2003) 
has noted that PQ also includes all aspects of physical fitness, balance, agility and coordination, anticipation, reaction 
time, strength, flexibility and aerobic capacity. 
In writing about the natural functioning of PQ in every person’s life, Clement Ugoani (2017) explained that PQ 
integrates all of the complex organ processes in the human body – literally coordinating billions of intricately related 
biological and physiological systems that enable each person to maintain their equilibrium and good health, in most 
cases entirely on an involuntarybasis – functioning with a complexity far beyond that of the most advanced computer. 
PQ is enhanced by self-discipline, self-control, and extensive effort in the pursuit of personal self-mastery (Dhiman &; 
Dhiman, 2017) and the commitment to excellence can lead the perseveringperson to the achievement of results that 
can far exceed one’s expectations (Duckworth, 2018).  
2.2 Mental Intelligence 
Mental Intelligence (IQ) includes the broad range of capabilities of the mind that enable individuals to acquire 
knowledge, categorize information, draw inferences, solve problems, and create new opportunities (Sternberg, 2018). 
As a cognitive process, IQ is typically measured by the administration of standardized tests. IQ is a score obtained by 
dividing a person’s mental age score derived from an intelligence test that measures knowledge and problem-solving 
by the person’s chronological age (Van der Maas, Kaan & Borsboom, 2014).  
When people think of cognitive intelligence. they frequently consider it to be the ability to analyze, to reason, to think 
both concretely and abstractly, to use language effectively in communicating with others, to be able to plan and 
visualize possibilities, and the capacity to comprehend complex concepts (Covey, 2013). Although there is general 
consensus about the nature of intelligence, Linda Gottfredson (1998, p. 24) has nonetheless unequivocally declared, 
“No subject in psychology has provoked more intense public controversy than the study of human intelligence.” 
With the explosion of interest in Artificial Intelligence and its ability to access an extensive database of information 
and link related ideas, IQ has been redefined to mean much more than the ability to summarize facts and information 
(Moldenhauer & Londt, 2018). Implicit in this evolving definition of IQ is the capacity to examine the ethical 
implications of decision-making and the values that are linked with alternative choices (Tanner & Christen, 2013). 
Stephen R. Covey emphasized that Mental Intelligence is incorporated in each of the “Seven Habits of Highly Effective 
People.” Table 1, provided here, lists each of those habits and explains the role that IQ plays in the decision-making 
process. 
 
Table 1. “Seven Habits of Highly Effective People” 

The Habit Its Meaning Application to IQ Comment 

Be Proactive. Take the initiative in your 
life. Don’t let external 
things control you. 

Thoughtfully assess the 
external factors that 
impact life and your ability 
to act. 

There is a space between 
stimulus and response that 
requires careful thought. 

Begin with the End in 
Mind. 

Identify your goals and 
what you want to achieve 
with your life. 

Think seriously about your 
ture identify and what you 
want your life to mean. 

Identify the steps required 
to get to where you seek to 
ultimately be.  
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Put First Things.  First Determine your 
priorities and act on whtat 
is most important. 

Distinguish between the 
“urgent” and the truly 
“important”. 

Accept accountability for 
your choices and learn to 
control your life. 

Think Win/Win. Recognize that 
realationships work best 
when all parties benefit. 

 Learn to ecplore 
possibilities that serve 
others’ needs as well as 
your own. 

Long tern realtionships 
require building trust and 
demand integrity. 

Seek First to Understand, 
then to be Understood. 

 Acknowledge the reality 
that communicating with 
other people requires 
listening and truly under 
standing them. 

 Until we first understand 
what others want to 
accomplish, we cannot 
paetner effectively. 

Relationships that last 
demand the willingness to 
learn what others consider 
to be important. 

Learn to Synergize. Synergy seeks solutions 
where the whole is more 
than the sum of the parts. 

Creative solutions demand 
openness, honesty, and 
mutual commitment. 

Knowing the other party’s 
goals necessitates a 
thorough learning process. 

Sharpen the Saw. Constantly seek to 
improve and to learn. 

Applying knowledge 
creates ture wisdom. 

Invetsting in learning pays 
great dividends. 

 
As a means for achieving constant personal growth, IQ is the integration of perception, learning, memory, reasoning, 
and problem-solving (Sternberg, 2022). IQ has historically been considered a critical “flair factor” for success in many 
jobs and is a differentiating quality that is widely believed to be essential for success in positions demanding mental 
acuity (Caldwell, Beverage, & Converse, 2018). In his extensive research about successful organizations, Jim Collins 
(2001, Chapter 1) found that “getting the right persons on the bus” was essential to achieving a great organization and 
often meant identifying people with the intelligence to be able to see and understand what others did not see. 
2.3 Emotional Intelligence  
In his classic research about Emotional Intelligence (EQ), Daniel Goleman (2005) defined the term as the capacity to 
integrate self-knowledge and self-control with an understanding of the needs of others together with the ability to craft 
the best possible response to help others to achieve their greatest possible outcome. EQ consists of the following five 
related qualities. 
2.3.1 Self-Awareness  
Self-awareness is a thorough knowledge of oneself and one’s predictable responses – both emotionally and cognitively 
– in dealing with situations (Carver, 2012). Covey (2005) explained that for every person there is a space between 
stimulus and response in which everyone can assess how (s)he will choose to act. Understanding oneself includes the 
ability to gauge how one is going to respond to a stimulus and to recognize how those tendencies will play out as 
specific actions (Morin, 2011). 
2.3.2 Self-Control 
The power of self-mastery in controlling one’s responses enables a person to resist the emotional hijacking that can 
often occur and is a higher-level example of self-discipline that demands maturity, a commitment to values, and life 
experience (Dhiman & Dhiman, 2017). The capacity to control oneself is fraught with moral implications and reflects 
the ability to understand the implications of one’s actions from a rational perspective – even when one is under the 
pressure of the moment (Baxley, 2014). 
2.3.3 Empathy 
Recognizing and understanding others’ situations and being able to feel what they feel are the essence of empathy and 
empathy has been described as the most important relationship-building skill (King, 2023). Empathy rises above 
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sympathy and is best manifested as compassion -- the added quality of using that understanding of others’ situation to 
then craft the response that best serves that party’s needs (Singer & Klimecki, 2014). 
2.3.4 Motivation 
Motivation in EQ is the desire to make a meaningful difference in actually bettering another party’s situation, coupled 
with the willingness to take the required actions and then assist that party. Motivation puts the recognition of another’s 
situation into action (Deckers, 2022). Motivation may be rooted in a broad range of complex personal intentions, but 
regardless of the underlying reason, the demonstrated positive outcome of EQ is dependent upon whether a person 
takes the appropriate action to help another party (Goleman, 2005).  
2.3.5 Interpersonal Skills. 
There is a broad range of appropriate interpersonal skills that can be called upon to assist another party (Engleberg & 
Sjoberg, 2005). A person with high EQ recognizes that her/his ability to assist another party may require a broad range 
of capabilities and selects the most effective response from that array of possible choices. Interpersonal skills in EQ 
are ultimately situational and require the person possessing those skills to not only know when and how to take action 
but to translate that knowledge into behaviors that best serve others (Hughes & Terrell, 2011). 
Each of these five elements is essential in the process of serving others and is essential in the development of EQ. 
2.4 Spiritual Intelligence 
Spiritual Intelligence (SQ) was defined by Stephen R. Covey (2005) as the guiding factor that directs each of the three 
other intelligences in each person’s quest to become a better and more effective leader. It adopts the wisdom attributed 
to Pierre Teilhard de Chardin that “We are not human beings having a spiritual experience. We are spiritual beings 
having a human experience.”  
Danah Zohar (1997), an American-British author and scholar identified twelve principles that incorporate the 
foundations of spiritual intelligence and enable leaders to not only be more effective but enable them to inspire others 
and create organizations that enrich others. A summary of Zohar’s twelve principles of SQ is provided here. 
Self-awareness – Being clear about one’s beliefs and values. 
Spontaneity – Living in the moment and appreciating its opportunities. 
Values- and Vision-Led – Acting from principles and living accordingly. 
Holism – Seeing one’s place in larger patterns and being connected. 
Compassion – Having the quality of “feeling with” others. 
Celebration of Diversity – Valuing others for their differences. 
Independence – Standing against the crowd when necessary. 
Humility – Understanding one’s true place in the world. 
Curiosity – Needing to understand things and asking “Why?” 
Context – Ability to see the bigger picture and keep perspective. 
Perseverance – Growing from setbacks and learning from them. 
Purpose – Honoring one’s personal calling and mission in life. 
Incorporating these twelve principles, SQ becomes the central focus of all intelligence and represents the pursuit of 
meaning and connection in life. Defining self-transcendence as the essence of self-fulfillment, Abraham Maslow (1994) 
equated the achievement of the ultimate experiences in life to achieving harmony in life and alignment with the divine 
in achieving what is the essence of SQ. 
In providing a visual portrayal of the relationship between SQ and the other three intelligences, Covey suggested that 
Diagram 1 (bellow) accurately reflected this relationship. 
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Diagram 1.  

Spiritual Intelligence provides guidance by understanding the importance of the purposes of creating relationships that 
enrich the lives of others, enabling others to grow and flourish, and empowering individuals to magnify their highest 
potential (Covey, 2005) 
3. The Muslim Perspective 
Muslim scholars have offered powerful insights about each of the four intelligences, with Islamic doctrine reflecting 
the greatest emphasis on the spiritual, emotional, and mental intelligences that impact daily life. In this section, we 
incorporate insights from Muslim scholars, religious leaders, and philosophers to clarify how the intelligences 
dominate Islamic thought and daily living. In summarizing the Muslim perceptions of these four intelligences, we also 
present eight propositions related to these intelligences. 
3.1 Muslims and PQ 
Islam sees men and women as both physical and spiritual beings created by Allah to live a life connected to divine 
principles (Sayilgan, 2021). Virtuousness and chaste conduct are fundamental elements of Islam and limit social and 
romantic relationships among highly devout Muslim young men and women (Masgood & Masgood, 1995). Muslims 
believe that to achieve exalted status in their faith, the physical and the metaphysical, or that which is the “true reality,” 
must align (Dogan, 2014). Traditional Muslim women cover themselves modestly from head to toe and the Muslim 
woman is known for her modest dress and demeanor. (Bucar, 2017). This linking of the spiritual and the physical in 
the Muslim faith is readily apparent in the dress and conduct of Muslim women (Gray, 2019). 
Islam views the physical aspects of human life to be as important as the spiritual and prescribes laws of health, dietary 
restrictions, proper hygiene, and moderation in all aspects of life in the quest to maintain good health (Shaikh & Shaikh, 
2021). Muslims view the body as a gift from Allah that should be taken care of, maintained in proper health, and used 
for righteous purposes (Mahdi, Rahman & Schimmel, 2023). Muslims seek to maintain good hygiene, obtain proper 
nutrition, balance both physical and spiritual needs, and pursue harmony and moderation in all aspects of life (Koenig 
& Al Shohaib, 2014). 
Consistent with this review of the Muslim role of PQ, we offer our first two propositions. 
P1: Muslims view Physical Intelligence primarily in maintaining proper physical health in the same way as individuals 
of other faiths. 
P2: The Muslim perspective of Physical Intelligence is more influenced by beliefs about personal virtuousness, modesty, 
and chaste behavior than individuals of other faiths. 
3.2 Muslims and IQ 
Education in Islam emphasizes both acquiring intellectual knowledge through the application of reason and logic and 
developing spiritual knowledge from personal spiritual experience and divine revelation (Majdi & Kommarudin, 2022). 
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In Arabic three terms are used for education. The term ta'līm, from the root 'alima, which means knowing, perceiving, 
learning, and being aware; Tarbiyah from the root of raba, refers to spiritual and moral growth aligned with the will 
of Allah; the third term is Ta'dīb from the root aduba which refers to being cultured and appropriate in social behavior 
(Halstead, 2004).  
Muslim philosophers have long valued the quest for knowledge as a divine command and part of the obligation of 
Muslims to pursue intellectual knowledge and metaphysical truth (N’Daw, 2014). At the heart of the Muslim 
perspective has been the work delineated by Aristotle and Plato in the journey to obtain ultimate truth (Ivy, 2012). The 
enlightened Muslim perspective of education has begun to provide women with the opportunity to obtain formal 
education – an opportunity that was not fully available for many Muslim women for centuries and that continues to be 
a restriction in many rural Muslim communities today (Abukari, 2014). 
IQ and enhancing knowledge for Muslims encompasses far more than simply the acquiring of secular wisdom and 
experience – although Islam fully endorses its followers’ responsibility to live productively and wisely in the world. 
For Muslims, their secular knowledge integrates with their spiritual life perspective in the pursuit of learning. 
Consistent with Islam’s commitment to integrating religious knowledge with other types of intellectual knowledge, we 
offer two more propositions. 
P3: Muslims view Mental Intelligence with a greater emphasis on religious beliefs and the integration of secular and 
spiritual truths more than individuals of other faiths. 
P4: The Muslim perspective of Mental Intelligence provides fewer opportunities for the education of women in secular 
areas of knowledge than other faiths. 
3.3 Muslims and EQ 
Consistent with Islam’s emphasis on the spiritual elements of life, Muslim skill sets associated with EQ were found 
by one study to be aligned with transcendental awareness, an emphasis on understanding the meaning of life, the 
acquisition of patience, and the importance of forgiveness in relationships (Anwar, Gani, & Rahman, 2020). In writing 
about Islam and the importance of emotional balance, El-Nadi (2023) observed that Islam advocated a low-key 
expression of emotions of all types in the quest for personal balance and inner peace. 
In writing about the historical and religious applications of EQ, Smith (2019) cited the importance of understanding 
context and history in responding to situations and acting in ways that treated all individuals with respect and great 
personal regard as key EQ components. The relationship between the Arabic concepts of taqwa, or God consciousness, 
and syunkr, or gratitude to God, were found to increase the personal awareness of EQ and understanding one’s own 
emotional responses (Wahab, Masron & Kana, 2022). A study by Kessi and colleagues (2022) found a correlation 
between EQ, spiritual leadership, and employee performance within a Muslim work context.  
Integrating the Muslim view of EQ with the secular definition, Islam’s focus is on acquiring personal inner balance 
and self-understanding. EQ is then intended to be applied to specific contexts in serving others and being a responsible 
member of society – but always within a spiritual framework as well. 
Related to this summary of Muslim perspectives about EQ, we suggest two more propositions. 
P5: Muslims view Emotional Intelligence through the lens of their religious beliefs and the integration of secular and 
spiritual truths more than individuals of other faiths. 
P6: The Muslim perspective of Emotional Intelligence emphasizes emotional moderation related to problem solving 
more than individuals of other faiths. 
3.4 Muslims and SQ 
SQ is the driving force in Islam and includes a deep and focused commitment to serving Allah and blessing others on 
the earth (Winter & Williams, 2002). Islam literally means the personal commitment.in which a Muslim submits her 
or his life to the will of Allah. In explaining SQ, Toto Tasmara (2001) stated that in Islam there are four spiritual 
domains ofal-ruh (spirit), al-qalb (heart), al-nafs (soul) and al-aql (sense) – closely paralleling EQ and IQ and 
impacting PQ.  
Based upon the writing of the Qu’ran (Khan, 2015), Islam emphasizes the spiritual pre-disposition of man 1) rooted in 
the belief in Allah, 2) constantly internalizing faith, 3) engaging in inner reflection to seek self-awareness, 4) 
committing to a lifestyle of worship, and 5) adhering to the highest standards of personal morality (Bensaid, Machouce 
& Grine, 2015). SQ for the faithful Muslim includes the pursuit of inner peace, the maintenance of healthy wellness, 
and sustaining the driving motivation for good (Bahuruddin & Ismail,2015).  
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SQ is correlated not only with a Muslim’s personal self-esteem but is a fundamental part of his or her moral identity 
(Boudlaie et al., 2022). For Muslims, SQ is closely aligned with the secular concept that the spiritual priorities of life 
should give direction to the other three intelligences. SQ affirms the importance of keeping in mind one’s primarylife 
purpose, which for Muslims is clearly to serve Allah and to be a positive benefit in the lives of other sojourners in the 
world. 
Based upon this review of Muslim’s perspectives about SQ, we offer our seventh and eighth propositions. 
P7: The Muslim view of Spiritual Intelligence as the driving force for the other three intelligence reflects a stronger 
commitment for followers of Islam than the commitment expressed by members of other faiths. 
P8: The Muslim perspective of Spiritual Intelligence is more closely aligned with the Muslims’ view of the other three 
intelligences than the alignment between SQ, IQ, EQ, and PQ of members of other faiths. 
4. Contributions of the Paper  
In a world that is often conflicted with negative images about those who are different, the study of other faiths and 
cultures provides an opportunity for greater understanding, closer unity, reduced social and cultural bias, more effective 
organizations, and better relationships (Livingston, 2021). Because members of all religious faiths, ethnicities, and 
cultural backgrounds can benefit from this greater awareness, this paper’s study of SQ has great practical value. We 
suggest that this paper makes five significant contributions. 

1) We affirm the importance of studying Spiritual Intelligence and its important impact on human behaviors. 
As the framework for guiding all other intelligences, recognizing the powerful role of spiritual 
intelligence enables individuals to more holistically guide their lives (Ahmed, et al., 2016). 

2) We provide insights into the dedicated commitment of Muslims and their reliance upon Spiritual 
Intelligence in their own lives. Appreciating the value that Muslims place on their religious commitment 
can help others to appreciate Islam and its commitment to divine principles and the pursuit of excellence 
(Bensaid, Machouce, & Grine, 2015). 

3) We provide eight testable propositions about Muslim beliefs related to the four intelligences that can 
enable members of other faiths to compare their own life view with the beliefs of Islam. Recognizing the 
uplifting underlying principles of the Muslim faith can enable others to appreciate this important sector 
of the world more fully (Baharuddin & Ismail, 2015). 

4) We provide a forum for much greater discussion of religious beliefs and the importance of the role of 
Spiritual Intelligence. The importance of Spiritual Intelligence in individual lives is widely acknowledged 
as a foundation for better living and is a topic worthy of extensive discussion by scholars and individuals 
(Sirvastava, 2016). 

5) We identify the similarities between the Muslim perspectives of the four intelligences and the secular 
perspectives of widely respected scholars. As noted in this paper, the Muslim perspective about the 
guiding role of SQ is similar in many ways to the role of SQ as advocated by Stephen R. Covey (2005). 

5. A Challenge to Readers 
It is not news that the modern world is challenged in its ability to establish healthy relationships –both in organizations 
(Clifton & Harter, 2019) and in interpersonal associations (Edelman, 2023). Recognizing the importance of the spiritual 
side of life and its very practical applications is often viewed as applicable from a religious perspective but not relevant 
to the real world. We unequivocally challenge that basic assumption.  
We invite readers to reflect upon their own values, commitments, and purpose. We challenge the readers of this paper 
to reflect upon their own moral identities. We encourage those who are unfamiliar with the principles of Islam to try 
to understand the many good and true principles espoused by this faith and to come to respect to a greater degree th 
many outstanding individuals who have adopted Muslim precepts – especially those associated with Spiritual 
Intelligence. 
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